
BRING HOME YOUR SUN

Warnings were given. The science was made available. 
Experts chimed in with their advice. And you ignored 
them all, didn’t you? Big mistake. Inevitably, life as you 
once knew it... changed. 
 
To be fair though, you weren’t the only errant one. 
We all made the same mistakes, and humanity paid a 
terrible price. 
 
The situation is dire, and it needs fixing, but you’re not 
alone. This is on all of us. A collective responsibility to 
prevent further damage, and heal together.

The first step begins with a choice. A small, but 
steadfast commitment to keep deadly, unseen 
aggressors away from our loved ones. 
 
So cheer up. Don’t dwell in the past. Get ahead of the 
curve. After all, hindsight maybe twenty-twenty, but 
it’s 2021... and foresight’s your strongest ally.

Along with us, of course.
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Namaste. 

Thank you for your interest in Pi Star UV-Clean 
Systems, a revolutionary brand of UVC products 
manufactured by Horizon Health Craft India 
Private Limited.

Over many years, our parent company
Bhastrik Mechanical Labs Pvt. Ltd. has 
consistently exhibited world class expertise in 
supplying sophisticated engineering hardware to 
Fortune 500 companies such as Siemens, General 
Electric, ABB and many other leading institutions 
across the world. 
 
Horizon is our earnest foray into the world of 
consumer engineering, and we bring with us an 
eye for precision, a perfectionist attitude and the 
drive to enrich our customer’s lives. 
 
Every Pi Star product is designed with care for 
your longevity, health and happiness.

Welcome to the Horizon family 



For centuries, scientists have studied the 
sun’s rays and their beneficial properties, 
giving birth to marvelous inventions and 
discoveries that have changed the course 
of human history.

Perhaps the most critical of these rays, are the 
ULTRAVIOLET–C rays, capable of destroying 
deadly pathogens such as harmful bacteria, 
viruses, molds and spores. These pathogens cling 
to the surfaces of anything and everything in 
their path, wreaking havoc in our lives.

UV-C rays target and damage their DNA 
code directly, preventing them from 
reproducing and spreading further.

Channeling this power of the sun is 
of paramount importance in today’s 
world, giving every individual a proven 
disinfection tool in the war against the 
novel coronavirus. 

The power of the SUN, in your home.

Pathogens can spread through air, water and physical contact.

Just about everything around you, from door handles, bags, paper, vegetables, 
fruits, currency, cell phones, and so on are prone to risk. They are inescapable, 
unless we utilize a proven technology to disinfect these surfaces at a source 
level.

Pi Star UV-Clean Systems is that proven technology. 



FEATURES & BENEFITS

35 L

25 L

UV-C Cabinets - Research-backed* preset timers 
for optimal usage and convenience. 

Our 25L & 35L UV-C cabinets are carefully 
designed to meet the day to day requirements of 
Indian households.

The perfect choice for 360 degree intelligent 
disinfection of your food items and personal belongings.

Available in two convenient sizes, the cabinets also 
provide a host of features for speed, user friendliness 
and maximum effectiveness.

AUTOMATIC SAFETY LOCK
The unit cuts off automatically when the 
door is opened, for user safety.

KEEPS FRUITS AND VEGGIES FRESH
Scientifically proven to improve shelf life of 
fruits and vegetables.

SAVES PRECIOUS WATER
UV-C approach to disinfection saves a 
significant amount of water. 

ECO-FRIENDLY & HAZARD FREE
No more chemicals. Good for you and good 
for the environment.

effectiveness in 
killing germs

FDA COMPLIANT
All products tested and certified
for

*Research done in our in-house labs



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS 25 LITRES 35 LITRES

MATERIAL

REFLECTIVE MATERIAL

DOOR MATERIAL

WEIGHT (NET)

COLOUR

OUTER DIMENSIONS

GERMICIDAL LAMPS

INITIAL TYPICAL IRRADIANCE

OPERATING VOLTAGE

OPERATING POWER

BULB OUTPUT

Metal

SS / AI

Toughened Glass

10 kg

White

550x360x290 mm

1

220/110 AC

15 Watts

254nm UV-C Light, 8W 254nm UV-C Light, 16W

220/110 AC

25 Watts

550x360x360 mm

2

Metal

SS / AI

Toughened Glass

12 kg

White

At Horizon, we strive to make your life easier.

With the research performed by our engineers, we have deduced the precise timings required to 
thoroughly disinfect objects and items of varying shapes and sizes. Simply use any of our Chikitssa 
UV-C products for the time specified below as per your requirement.

Now, there’s no need to second guess.

15 Minutes

LARGE OBJECTS

10 Minutes

MULTIPLE OBJECTS

5 Minutes

MEDIUM OBJECTS

2 Minutes

SMALL OBJECTS

year warranty*1 on all our products for your peace of mind. 

*Subject to terms and conditions.

0.6mw/cm2 0.6mw/cm2



UV-C Pyramid - Lightweight, portable device for 
disinfection on the go.

Travel isn’t always avoidable, but at least some of the stress can be. 

Even in an increasingly WFH world, sometimes you still have to get up and go. Whether you’re 
a working professional, or making your way through college, the Pyramid is your personal 
bodyguard against infectious disease. 
 
It’s affordable and easy to carry around, so don’t leave home without it. 

or your carry-on

FITS GREAT IN
A SUITCASE

20 L



UV-C Wand
Make germs disappear, 
just like magic.

Our wizardry, now at your 
disposal in a handy form 
factor. 

The Pi Star UV-C Wand offers the 
complete disinfection package in 
a form that allows for a thorough 
cleansing even in hard to reach 
places, or for very large objects.

easy to reach

EASY TO HOLD

Offices

Schools

Salons

Homes

Banks

Vehicles

Hospitals

Retail

Airports

Restaurants

Washrooms

Processing Industry

Application Areas
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COMING SOON Air, Water, Surface Systems and Enterprise Solutions



We encourage you to use Pi Star UV-C products liberally. 
The energy consumption is negligible while the health 
benefits are immeasurable. 
 
Assuming 2 hours usage per day, the monthly electricity bill 
is only Rs. 7 approximately - a trivial amount compared to 
enormous medical bills in the unfortunate event of falling ill. 
 
Additionally, as per our conservative estimates, a family of 
four could save up to 600 litres of water per month. This 
could add up to billions of litres saved across the world.

Horizon Health Craft India Private Limited

Plot No. 176, I Main Rd., Nehru Nagar Industrial Estate,
Perungudi, Chennai 600 096, Tamilnadu, India
Phone: 044 42089206

U.S.A Office: 9389, 214th St., W Lakeville, MN 55044, U.S.A

admin@horizonhealthcraft.com
marketing@horizonhealthcraft.com
www.horizonhealthcraft.com

*Product features and specifications are subject to change. Images are for representational purposes only. Actual look and colours may vary.


